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Strangers Joe Fox and Kathleen Kelly live and work 

near each other on New York's Upper West Side. 

Though involved in seemingly satisfying relationships, 

Joe and Kathleen meet anonymously in an Internet 

chat room and find themselves confiding their 

innermost secrets--everything except their identities. 

But back in the real world, the opening of Joe's new 

Fox Books superstore a few blocks away from 

Kathleen's little family-owned bookstore threatens their 
burgeoning romance.

Screenplay is 66 pages.

Movie is 1 hour and 58 minutes. 

The story has two storylines that converge. 

Joe and Kathleen. Total opposites.

They connect via their email handles 

Shopgirl and NY152.



External Journey or Arc

Internal Journey or Arc

Internal Conflict

External Conflict
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The Romantic Arc with the Six Stage Structure



Awareness 

Heightened 

Awareness

Emotional Discovery

Emotional Commitment

Emotional Set Back

Acceptance

HEAAlmost Kiss First Kiss

Note: 

Plot point 1 is the Point of No Return. Set up ends and Act I is over. 

Plot Point 2 is the Black Moment or Disaster. This indicates the start of Act 3.

I’ve also included the Romantic Arc in red. (if you need a PDF of the 

Romantic Arc Workshop, DM me.)



GMC

Goal – Motivation - Conflict

Kathleen Kelly

 Internal External

Joe Fox 

 Internal External

G
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C

G
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To be loved for 
himself, not his 

money. To marry 
for love.

His father is on 
his fifth wife.

His real identify 
stands for $.

Continue to be a 

corporate shark 
and open the 
latest Fox Books.

It’s his heritage.

Kathleen Kelly

Save the shop.

It’s her legacy 
and her last 

connection to 
her mother.

Fox books.

Seeking to find 
her life & 
romance.

She’s begun to 
question her life 
and is not 
satisfied with her 
relationship with 
Frank.

She’s afraid to 
leave the shop.



Identity to Essence

 Identity = The small, safe world they are in bondage to when the 

story starts. 

 Essence = Who they really are inside (and are afraid to become). 

This is who they become when the story ends.

Or think of it this way…

1. Your character has a goal…but 

2. The Lie- or misconception about themselves or how the 

world works is keeping them from achieving it.

3. The Truth-or rejecting the lie and embracing the truth and achieving their goal is the 
pot of gold at the end of the story.



Identity to Essence

What’s their wound?

Kathleen’s wound is the death of her mother.

Joe’s is the loss of a stable mother figure in his life.

What do they believe?

Kathleen believes that she’s safe in the bookstore with 

her mother’s memory intact.

Joe is a cynic who believes that everyone wants 

something and that money is the bottom line. 

What do they long for?

Kathleen longs for a romantic love like Elizabeth Bennet 

and Mr. Darcy.

Joe longs to be loved for who he is.



ACT 1 0%-10%

Set Up

Living fully in Identity

In this movie, the entire meet cute and set up have occurred before the start of the movie in 

an over-thirty chat room. They are online crushes, though they only know each other by their 

email handles- Shopgirl and NY152

They are clearly not happy in their romantic relationships and long for more.  NY152 is drawn 

to Shopgirl’s sweetness and Shopgirl is drawn to NY152’s romantic heart. In reality, Joe is a 

ruthless businessman and she is a shopgirl living a small world inside the bookstore. Total 

opposites.

Awareness



10% Opportunity (interactions escalate)

Glimpses Essence

Heightened Awareness- The cute email exchanges elevate.  

Kathleen is floating on a cloud after her morning interaction

with NY152 

Joe is distracted at work because of Shopgirl.

“I hear nothing. Not even the 
beat of my own heart. I have 
mail. From you.”

"Don't you love New York in 
the fall? It makes me wanna
buy school supplies. I would 
send you a bouquet of newly 
sharpened pencils if I knew 
your name and address."



10%- 25

Stage 2 New Situation

Glimpses Essence

Heightened Awareness- The cute email exchanges elevate.  

The online and in person worlds are parallel here.

New situation is Fox Books coming into the neighborhood. Kathleen’s response is to remain 

positive and to ignore what is actually happening. She’s in denial.

Joe is distracted at work because of Shopgirl.

The more she interacts with NY152 the more she questions her small life. The more NY152 

interacts with Shopgirl, the more he wants to meet this genuine person. 

“It has nothing to do with us. 
It’s big, impersonal, 
overstocked and full of 
ignorant sales people.



10%-25%

New Situation continues

Glimpses Essence

Emotional Discovery  (Kathleen)

Frank suggests a media campaign 

against Fox books but Kathleen is 

still in denial. She rants about Fox 

but is certain they both can 

coexist.

At the same time Kathleen begins 

to question her life more and more.

Joe spends the day with Annabelle 

(his aunt) and Matt (his brother) 

revealing his essence. They run into 

Kathleen. 

“Sometimes I wonder 
about my life. I lead a 
small life. Well, valuable, 
but small. And sometimes 
I wonder, do I do it 
because I like it… or 
because I haven’t been 
brave?”



25%-50%

Change of Plans

Turning Point 2

Emotional Discovery

Fox Books Opens and Kathleen’s business deteriorates. 

Kathleen meets Joe Fox at a Christmas party. They spar and he is hurt and insults her. 

They try to avoid each other for the next 25%. 

Kathleen thought both businesses could coexist. Fox Books now becomes the enemy.

Later, emailing with Shopgirl, NY 152 Joe reveals his emotional baggage. 



25%-50% Progress

Joe and Kathleen keep running into each other

though they try to avoid each other.

The media campaign against Fox Books starts

increasing thanks to Frank.

The push pull of identity and 

essence as they fight their 

attraction.



50% Point of No Return

Kathleen decides to get serious about fighting Fox Books. 

Joe says, it’s not personal. It’s business.



50%-75% Complications & Higher Stakes

Moves Steadily into Essence.  

Emotional Commitment

Shopgirl realizes she needs help and reaches out to NY152.

Joe and Kathleen aka their online persona’s agree to meet. Joe realizes it’s Kathleen and 

they spar as Joe and Kathleen. Joe doesn’t reveal he is NY152.

Kathleen is hurt that NY152 doesn’t show.

“This woman is the most adorable creature 

I’ve been in contact with. And if she turns out 

even to be as good-looking as a mailbox, I’d 

be crazy not to turn my life upside down and 

marry her.”



50%-75% Stage 4

Complications & Higher Stakes

Emotional Commitment 

Kathleen visits Fox Books & breaks up with Frank.



75% -90% Stage 5  

Major Set Back

Emotional Set Back

The Shop Around the corner closes.

Joe has an epiphany in the elevator, breaks up with his girlfriend 

and goes to live on the boat. His dad soon joins him when his own 

relationship tanks.



ACT 3 75% -90%

Stage V Final Push

Heightened Awareness and Emotional Commitment

It’s spring, and Joe goes to see Kathleen who is sick with a cold. He brings her daisies, her 

favorite flower. He discovers she broke up with Frank. Kathleen realizes he broke up with 

Patricia. Kathleen admits she’s crazy about NY152.

Joe suggests she meet her online crush. Joe and Kathleen begin a tentative relationship as 

again they keep running into each other.

“Oh, right, yeah, a snap to 

find  the single one person 

in the world who fills your 

heart with joy.”



90 %-99% 

Turning Point 5 Climax

Acceptance

Shopgirl and NY 152 AKA

Kathleen and Joe meet.



99-100% Stage 6 Aftermath

HEA

Aftermath occurs 

with the Climax. 

By contact with her, the ruthless, arrogant, 

sarcastic businessman gradually awakens to 

the joy of warm human relationship, small joys 

and compassionate human values.

In exchange Kathy learns from Joe to be 

more assertive, face the challenges of life 

boldly, take hard decisions and move beyond 

the sense of failure arising from the closing of 

her store. –Romance Eternal

Louis Armstrong’s

It’s a Wonderful 

World plays in the 
background. 🎵🎵



Resources 

Screenwriting & Storytelling Blueprint: Hero's Two Journeys (UDEMY.COM) 

https://bit.ly/2ZUa18G

Do not spend more than $25. Find a coupon online. This online course is 

lifetime access.

Want more Michael Hauge? Check out Story Mastery  

https://www.storymastery.com/

https://bit.ly/2ZUa18G
https://www.storymastery.com/

